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Marketing management facilitates the activities and functions which are involved in the 

distribution of goods and services. 

A o di g to Philip Kotle , Ma keti g a age e t is the a al sis, pla i g, i ple e tatio  

and control of programs   designed to bring about desired exchanges with target markets for 

the purpose of achieving organizational objectives. It relies heavily on designing the 

organizations offering in terms of the target markets needs and desires and using effective 

pricing, communication and distribution to inform, motivate a d se i e the a ket.  

Marketing management is concerned with the chalking out of a definite program, after careful 

analysis and forecasting of the market situations and the ultimate execution of these plans to 

achieve the objectives of the organization. 

Further, their sales plans to a greater extent rest upon the requirements and motives of the 

consumers in the market. To achieve this objective, the organization has to pay heed to the 

right pricing, effective advertising and sales promotion, distribution and stimulating the 

consumers through the best services. 

To sum up, marketing management may be defined as the process of management of 

marketing 

programs for accomplishing organizational goals and objectives. It involves planning, 

implementation and control of marketing programs or campaigns. 

Marketing is communicating the value of a product, service or brand to customers, for the 

purpose of promoting or selling that product, service, or brand. 

Marketing techniques include choosing target markets through market analysis and market 

segmentation, as well as understanding consumer behavior and advertising a product's value to 

the customer. 

From a societal point of view, marketing is the link between a society's material requirements 

and its economic patterns of response. 
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Marketing satisfies these needs and wants through exchange processes and building long-term 

relationships. 

Marketing blends art and applied science (such as behavioral sciences) and makes use of 

information technology. 

Marketing is applied in enterprise and organizations through marketing management. 

The term "marketing-mix," was first coined by Neil Borden, the president of the American 

Marketing Association in 1953. It is still used today to make important decisions that lead to the 

execution of a marketing plan. The various approaches that are used have evolved over time, 

especially with the increased use of technology.  

The marketing mix is a business tool used in marketing and by marketers. The marketing mix is 

often crucial when determining a product or brand's offer, and is often associated with the four 

P's: price, product, promotion, and place. In service marketing, however, the four Ps are 

expanded to the seven P's or Seven P's to address the different nature of services. 

In the 1990s, the concept of four C's was introduced as a more customer-driven replacement of 

four P's. There are two theories based on four Cs: Lauterborn's four Cs (consumer, cost, 

communication, convenience), and Shimizu's four Cs (commodity, cost, communication, 

channel). 

In 2012, a new four P's theory was proposed with people, processes, programs, and 

performance.  

McCarthy's four Ps 

The marketer E. Jerome McCarthy proposed a four Ps classification in 1960, which has since 

been used by marketers throughout the world.[4] 

Category Definition 

Product 

A product is seen as an item that satisfies what a consumer demands. It is a 

tangible good or intangible service. Tangible products are those that have an 

independent physical existence. Typical examples of mass-produced, tangible 

objects are the motor car and the disposable razor. A less obvious but ubiquitous 

mass-produced service is a computer operating system.  

Every product is subject to a life-cycle including a growth phase followed by a 

maturity phase and finally an eventual period of decline as sales fall. Marketers 

must do careful research on how long the life cycle of the product they are 

marketing is likely to be and focus their attention on different challenges that 

arise as the product moves. 
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The marketer must also consider the product mix. Marketers can expand the 

current product mix by increasing a certain product line's depth or by increasing 

the number of product lines. Marketers should consider how to position the 

product, how to exploit the brand, how to exploit the company's resources and 

how to configure the product mix so that each product complements the other. 

The marketer must also consider product development strategies.  

Price 

The amount a customer pays for the product. The price is very important as it 

determines the company's profit and hence, survival. Adjusting the price has a 

profound impact on the marketing strategy, and depending on the price elasticity 

of the product, often it will affect the demand and sales as well. The marketer 

should set a price that complements the other elements of the marketing mix.  

When setting a price, the marketer must be aware of the customer perceived 

value for the product. Three basic pricing strategies are: market skimming pricing, 

market penetration pricing and neutral pricing. The 'reference value' (where the 

consumer refers to the prices of competing products) and the 'differential value' 

(the consumer's view of this product's attributes versus the attributes of other 

products) must be taken into account.  

Promotion 

All of the methods of communication that a marketer may use to provide 

information to different parties about the product. Promotion comprises 

elements such as: advertising, public relations, sales organization and sales 

promotion.[4] 

Advertising covers any communication that is paid for, from cinema commercials, 

radio and Internet advertisements through print media and billboards. Public 

relations is where the communication is not directly paid for and includes press 

releases, sponsorship deals, exhibitions, conferences, seminars or trade fairs and 

events. Word-of-mouth is any apparently informal communication about the 

product by ordinary individuals, satisfied customers or people specifically 

engaged to create word of mouth momentum. Sales staff often plays an 

important role in word of mouth and public relations (see 'product' above).  

Distribution 

(Place) 

Refers to providing the product at a place which is convenient for consumers to 

access. Various strategies such as intensive distribution, selective distribution, 

exclusive distribution and franchising can be used by the marketer to 

complement the other aspects of the marketing mix.  

The "seven Ps" is a marketing model that adds to the aforementioned four Ps, including 

"physical evidence", "people", and "process":[10] It is used when the relevant product is a 

service, not merely a physical good. 

Category Definition 

Physical 

evidence 

The evidence which shows that a service was performed, such as the delivery 

packaging for the item delivered by a delivery service, or a scar left by a surgeon. 
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This reminds or reassures the consumer that the service took place, positively or 

negatively. 

People 
The employees that execute the service, chiefly concerning the manner and skill in 

which they do so. 

Process 
The processes and systems within the organization that affect the execution of its 

service, such as job queuing or query handling. 

Lauterborn's four Cs 

Robert F. Lauterborn proposed a four Cs classification in 1990 which is a more consumer-

oriented version of the four Ps that attempts to fit the movement from mass marketing to 

niche marketing. 

Four Ps Four Cs Definition 

Product 

Consumer 

wants and 

needs 

A company will only sell what the consumer specifically wants to 

buy. So, marketers should study consumer wants and needs in 

order to attract them one by one with something he/she wants to 

purchase.  

Price Cost 

Price is only a part of the total cost to satisfy a want or a need. The 

total cost will consider for example the cost of time in acquiring a 

good or a service, a cost of conscience by consuming that or even a 

cost of guilt" for not treating the kids". It reflects the total cost of 

ownership. Many factors affect cost, including but not limited to 

the customer's cost to change or implement the new product or 

service and the customer's cost for not selecting a competitor's 

product or service. 

Promotion Communication 

While promotion is "manipulative" and from the seller, 

communication is "cooperative" and from the buyer with the aim 

to create a dialogue with the potential customers based on their 

needs and lifestyles. It represents a broader focus. 

Communications can include advertising, public relations, personal 

selling, viral advertising, and any form of communication between 

the organization and the consumer. 

Place Convenience 

In the era of Internet, catalogs, credit cards, and phones people 

neither need to go anyplace to satisfy a want or a need nor are 

limited to a few places to satisfy them. Marketers should know 

how the target market prefers to buy, how to be there and be 

ubiquitous, in order to guarantee convenience to buy. With the rise 

of Internet and hybrid models of purchasing, Place is becoming 

less relevant. Convenience takes into account the ease of buying 

the product, finding the product, finding information about the 

product, and several other factors. 
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Importance of Marketing Management: 

Marketing management has gained importance to meet increasing competition and the need 

for improved methods of distribution to reduce cost and to increase profits. Marketing 

management today is the most important function in a commercial and business enterprise. 

The following are the other factors showing importance of the marketing management: 

Introduction of new products in the market. 

Increasing the production of existing products. 

Reducing cost of sales and distribution. 

Export market. 

Development in the means of communication and modes of transportation within and outside 

the country. 

Rise in per capita income and demand for more goods by the consumers. 

 

Customer Need/Want /Demand: 

Need: A state of felt deprivation of some basic satisfaction, Basic physical needs of food, 

clothing, Safety. Social needs for belonging and Affection. Individual need for Knowledge and 

self expression. 

Want: Need for a specific Product eg hunger need for a McDonalds Burger. 

Demand: Need for a specific product backed by the desire and ability to buy. 

The societal marketing is a marketing concept that holds that a company should make 

marketing decisions by considering consumers' wants, the company's requirements, and 

society's long-term interests. 

The social marketing concept holds that the organization's task is to determine the needs, 

wants, and interests of a target market and to deliver the desired satisfactions more effectively 

and efficiently than competitors in a way that preserves or enhances the consumer's and the 
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society's well-being. Therefore, marketers must endeavor to satisfy the needs and wants of 

their target markets in ways that preserve and enhance the well-being of consumers and 

society as a whole. It is closely linked with the principles of corporate social responsibility and 

of sustainable development. 

Exchange & relationships, product value, cost and satisfaction (goods and services) marketing 

environment:? 

 Exchange is the act of obtaining a desired object from someone by offering something in return. 

An exchange process is simply when an individual or an organization decides to satisfy a need 

or want by offering some money or goods or services in exchange. It's that simple, and you 

enter into exchange relationships all the time.  

Internal Environment – The Internal Marketing Environment includes all the factors that are 

within the organization and affects the overall business operations. These factors include labor, 

inventory, company policy, logistics, budget, capital assets, etc. which are a part of the 

organization and affects the marketing decision and its relationship with the customers. These 

factors can be controlled by the firm. 

1. Microenvironment- Micro Marketing Environment includes all those factors that are 

closely associated with the operations of the business and influences its functioning. The 

microenvironment factors include customers, employees, suppliers, retailers & distributors, 

shareholders, Competitors, Government and General Public. These factors are controllable to 

some extent. 

These factors are further elaborated: 

 Customers– Every business revolves around fulfilling the usto e ’s eeds a d a ts. 

Thus, each marketing strategy is customer oriented that focuses on understanding the need of 

the customers and offering the best product that fulfills their needs. 

 Employees– Employees are the main component of a business who contributes 

significantly to its success. The quality of employees depends on the training and motivation 

sessions given to them. Thus, Training & Development is crucial to impart marketing skills in an 

individual. 

 Suppliers– Suppliers are the persons from whom the material is purchased to make a 

finished good and hence are very important for the organization. It is crucial to identify the 

supplie s e isti g i  the a ket a d hoose the est that fulfills the fi s e ui e e t.  
 Retailers & Distributors– The channel partners play an imperative role in determining 

the success of marketing operations. Being in direct touch with customers they can give 

suggestio s a out usto e s desi es ega di g a p odu t a d its se i es. 
 Competitors– Keeping a close watch on competitors enables a company to design its 

marketing strategy according to the trend prevailing in the market. 
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 Shareholders– Shareholders are the owners of the company, and every firm has an 

o je ti e of a i izi g its sha eholde s ealth. Thus, a keti g a ti ities should e 
undertaken keeping in mind the returns to shareholders. 

 Government– The Government departments make several policies viz. Pricing policy, 

credit policy, education policy, housing policy, etc. that do have an influence on the marketing 

strategies. A company has to keep track on these policies and make the marketing programs 

accordingly. 

 General public– The business has some social responsibility towards the society in 

which it is operating. Thus, all the marketing activities should be designed that result in 

increased welfare of the society as a whole.3. Macro Environment-The Macro Marketing 

Environment includes all those factors that exist outside the organization and cannot be 

controlled. These factors majorly include Social, Economic, Technological Forces, Political and 

Legal Influences. These are also called as PESTLE framework. 

 

The detailed description of Macro factors is given below: 

 Political & Legal Factors– With the change in political parties, several changes are seen 

in the market in terms of trade, taxes, and duties, codes and practices, market regulations, etc. 

So the firm has to comply with all these changes and the violation of which could penalize its 

business operations. 

 Economic Factors– Every business operates in the economy and is affected by the 

different phases it is undergoing. In the case of recession, the marketing practices should be 

different as what are followed during the inflation period. 

 Social Factors– since business operates in a society and has some responsibility towards 

it must follow the marketing practices that do not harm the sentiments of people. Also, the 

companies are required to invest in the welfare of general people by constructing public 

conveniences, parks, sponsoring education, etc. 
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 Technological Factors– As technology is advancing day by day, the firms have to keep 

themselves updated so that customers needs can be met with more precision. 

Therefore, marketing environment plays a crucial role in the operations of a business and must 

be reviewed on a regular basis to avoid any difficulty. 

“elli g, Ma keti g a d so ietal a keti g o epts; fou  P’s, p odu t, p i e, pla e e t, 
promotion:
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Consumer, Business, and Industrial market? Market targeting: 

Market is a place where buyers and Seller connect with each other for the purpose of Buying 

and selling their products. With this, one thing is common in both the market i.e. Industrial 

Market as well as Consumer Market same activity takes places. However difference lies in the 

audience who are there in one market. 

In Consumer Market, the buyer is always the end consumer of goods where as in Industrial 

Market, the buyer is not the end user of goods rather the one who will be processing it further 

to make it available for the end users. 

Business Marketing: Business Marketing refers to the sale of either products or services or both 

by one organization to other organizations that further resell the same or utilize to support 

their own system. 

Consumer marketing: on the other hand refers to the transaction of goods and services 

between organizations and potential customers. 

The above definitions of business marketing and consumer marketing highlight the difference 

between the two commonly used terms in marketing (B2B and B2C).Business marketers do not 

entertain consumers who purchase products and services for their end-use. They deal only with 

other businesses/firms to sell their products. 

In consumer markets, products are sold to consumers either for their own use or use by their 

family members. 

Products in consumer market are further categorized into: 

1. Fast Moving Consumer Goods (Abbreviated as FMCG) 

Fast moving consumer goods are items that are sold quickly to the end-users generally 

at nominal costs. Example - Aerated drinks, grocery items and so on. 

2. Consumer Durables 

Goods that a consumer uses for a considerable amount of time rather than consuming 

in one use are categorized under Consumer Durables. 

Consumer Durables are further categorized into - White Goods and Brown Goods 

i. White Goods - (Refrigerators, Microwaves, air conditioners and so on (Majorly 

all household appliances) 

ii. Brown Goods - (Television, CD Players, Radio, Game Consoles (Majorly used for 

entertainment and fun) 

3. Soft Goods 
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Soft goods are products which have a shorter lifecycle and their value decreases after 

every use. e.g. shirts, clothes, shoes. 

Examples of Business marketing (industrial marketing) 

Office furniture (Cabinets, desks, workstations, drawers) - End user will not purchase 

workstations for his own use at home. 

Bulk SMS service (utilized by organizations) 

In business marketing, marketers deal with lesser number of individuals as compared to 

consumer marketing where one has to deal with the mass market. Generally a single 

employee of one organization would be appointed to deal with the concerned employee of the 

other organization (client). He does not have to interact with the entire organization. 

Organization A sells laptops and desktops to Organization B (A case of B2B marketing).Tom 

from Organization A have to deal only with either the IT professional or the administration 

representative. 

Organizations dealing with consumers need to interact with every individual who is a potential 

end-user. 

Industrial marketing is more focused as compared to consumer marketing. 

Business marketers generally deal with sophisticated employees whereas it is not at all 

necessary every end user in consumer market would respond to marketers politely. Business 

buyers generally are educated and well informed. In consumer market, your buyer can be 

anyone- educated, uneducated, labor and so on. Business marketers themselves need to be 

well spoken and polished. They must have a pleasing personality and good convincing power. 

Business marketers need to be extremely careful about their mode of communication. Emails 

exchanged with clients should have appropriate subject line. Mails with irrelevant subject line 

are generally not read by clients. In business marketing, marketers ought to send personalized 

emails. Bulk SMS or mass mailers do not work in business marketing. In consumer marketing, 

products can be promoted through advertising, pamphlets, brochures, hoardings or simply 

mass mailers. 

There is less number of business buyers as compared to individuals who purchase for their own 

end use. 

A target market is a group of customers towards which a business has decided to aim its 

marketing efforts and ultimately its merchandise. A well-defined target market is the first 

element to a marketing strategy. The marketing mix variables of product, place (distribution), 

promotion and price are the four elements of a marketing mix strategy that determine the 

success of a product in the marketplace. 
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Target markets 

Target markets are groups of individuals that are separated by distinguishable and noticeable 

aspects. 

Target Market Segmentations - addresses (their location, climate, region 

Demographic /socioeconomic segmentation - (gender, age, income, occupation, education, 

household size, and stage in the family life cycle) 

Psychographic segmentation - (similar attitudes, values, and lifestyles) 

Behavioral segmentation - (occasions, degree of loyalty) 

Product-related segmentation - (relationship to a product)  

In addition to these segmentations, market researchers have advocated a needs-based market 

segmentation approach to identify smaller and better defined target groups. Some approaches 

to these smaller groups are: 

Select the target audience – the customers are grouped based on similar needs and benefits 

sought by them on purchase of a product. 

Identify clusters of similar needs – demographics, lifestyle, usage behavior and pattern used to 

differentiate between segments. 

Apply a valuation approach – market growth, barriers to entry, market access, switching, etc. 

are used. 

Test the segments – A segment storyboard is to be created to test the attractiveness of each 

seg e t s positio i g st ateg . 

Modify marketing mix – expanding segment positioning strategy to include all aspects of 

marketing mix. 

Strategies for reaching target markets 

Marketers have outlined four basic strategies to satisfy target markets: undifferentiated 

marketing or mass marketing, differentiated marketing, concentrated marketing, and 

micromarketing/ niche marketing. 
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Mass marketing 

A market coverage strategy in which a firm decides to ignore market segment differences and 

go after the whole market with one offer. It is the type of marketing (or attempting to sell 

through persuasion) of a product to a wide audience. The idea is to broadcast a message that 

will reach the largest number of people possible. Traditionally mass marketing has focused on 

radio, television and newspapers as the medium used to reach this broad audience. 

Differentiated marketing strategy 

One where the company decides to provide separate offerings to each different market 

segment that it targets. It is also called multi segment marketing and as is clearly seen that it 

tries to appeal to multiple segments in the market. Each segment is targeted uniquely as the 

company provides unique benefits to different segments. It increases the total sales but at the 

expense of increase in the cost of investing in the business. 

Concentrated marketing 

A strategy which targets very defined and specific segments of the consumer population. It is 

particularly effective for small companies with limited resources as it does not believe in the 

use of mass production, mass distribution and mass advertising. There is no increase in the total 

profits of the sales as it targets just one segment of the market. 

Direct marketing 

For sales teams, one way to reach out to target markets is through direct marketing. This is 

done by buying consumer database based on the defined segmentation profiles. These 

databases usually come with consumer contacts (e.g., email, mobile no., home no., etc.). 

The psychology of target marketing 

A principal concept in target marketing is that those who are targeted show a strong affinity or 

brand loyalty to that particular brand. Target Marketing allows the marketer or sales team to 

customize their message to the targeted group of consumers in a focused manner. Research 

has shown that racial similarity, role congruence, labeling intensity of ethnic identification, 

shared knowledge and ethnic salience all promote positive effects on the target market. 

Research has generally shown that target marketing strategies are constructed from consumer 

inferences of similarities between some aspects of the advertisement (e.g., source pictured, 

language used, lifestyle represented) and characteristics of the consumer (e.g. reality or desire 
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of having the represented style). Consumers are persuaded by the characteristics in the 

advertisement and those of the consumer. 

Advertising, publicity, CRM and market research: 

Publicity Vs Advertising. Many people in business don't know the difference 

between advertising and publicity. The two have the same ultimate goal, which is to increase 

sales. ... Advertising is when you pay for space or time to promote your product or service. 

Ma  people i  usi ess do t k o  the difference between advertising and publicity. The two 

have the same ultimate goal, which is to increase sales. But they are very different. Advertising 

is when you pay for space or time to promote your product or service. You can do this in 

newspapers and magazines, on television, radio, and billboards, on the side of a bus, in a 

cinema, on the side of a building.  The possibilities are just about endless (and people are 

coming up with new ways to advertise all the time). You create your own advertising message, 

and you pay to have the ad created. You then pay for the advertising space. Even a basic 

advertising campaign can cost thousands of dollars, and larger corporations spend millions of 

dollars on this each year. 

Publicity, on the other hand, is when you send out a media release, stage an event or do 

anything that attracts the attention of the media. The aim is to have the media attract attention 

to your business for you. The biggest difference compared to advertising? Cost! Generating 

publicity can be done for next to nothing. 

As a  e a ple, let s o pa e e ei i g the sa e a ou t of spa e i  a e spape  th ough 
advertising and publicity. A reasonably large ad in a major daily newspaper could cost you 

thousands or tens of thousands of dollars. Or you can receive the same amount of space in the 

form of an article about you or your business for the cost of sending a fax. You do t ha e to 
pay for space, or to have an ad designed. Just write a press release, surf the net to find out who 

to send it to, and that s it. Thi k a out that i  te s of pe e tage etu  o  dolla s i ested. It 
does t get u h ette  fo  att a ti g atte tio  a d ge e ati g sales. A d  hat a out if ou 
happened to get on television? You could end up as one of those feel-good stories at the end of 

the news, or maybe you will be featured on Today Tonight because of the revolutionary new 

product you have invented. How much would that air time have cost you in the form of 

advertising? More than most small businesses can afford. 
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Publicity can give you massive exposure for just a few dollars, it generates sales, and it creates 

awareness about your product or service. Publicity is the cheapest form of marketing that 

exists, and it produces the biggest gains. Used properly, publicity can make you rich. 

Definition - What does Customer Relationship Marketing (CRM) mean 

Customer relationship marketing (CRM) is a business process in which client relationships, 

customer loyalty and brand value are built through marketing strategies and activities. CRM 

allows businesses to develop long-term relationships with established and new customers while 

helping streamline corporate performance. CRM incorporates commercial and client-specific 

strategies via employee training, marketing planning, relationship building and advertising. 

Customer relationship management (CRM  is a s ste  fo  a agi g a o pa s i te a tio s 
with current and future customers. It involves using technology to organize, automate and 

synchronize sales, marketing, customer service, and technical support 

What is 'Market Research' 

Market research is the process of assessing the viability of a new good or service through 

research conducted directly with the consumer which allows a company to discover the target 

market and record opinions and other input from consumers regarding interest in the product. 

Market research may be conducted by the company itself or by a third-party company that 

specializes in the market research field. Test subjects are usually compensated with product 

samples and/or paid a small stipend for their time. 

BREAKING DOWN 'Market Research' 

The purpose of market research is to examine the market associated with a particular good or 

service to determine how the audience will receive it. This can include information gathering 

for the purpose of market segmentation and product differentiation, which can be used to 

tailor advertising efforts or determine which features are seen as a priority to the consumer. 

Market Research Process 

A business must engage in a variety of tasks to complete the market research process. It needs 

to gather information based on the market sector being examined. The business must analyze 

and interpret the resulting data to determine the presence of any patterns or relevant data 

points that it can use in the decision-making process. 
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Primary and Secondary Information 

Primary information is the data that the company has collected directly or that has been 

collected by a person or business hired to conduct the research. Primary information generally 

falls into two categories. Exploratory research is a less structured option and functions by 

asking more open-ended questions of those selected as part of the market research sample, 

and it results in questions or issues being presented that the company may need to address. 

Specific research obtains answers to previously identified issues that are often brought to 

attention through exploratory research. 

Secondary information is data that an outside entity has already gathered. This can include 

population information from government census data, trade association reports or presented 

research that another business operating within the same market sector has already gathered. 

Use of Market Research Results in Business 

A company that was considering going into business might conduct market research to test the 

viability of its product or service. If the market research confirms consumer interest, the 

business can proceed confidently with the business plan. If not, the company should use the 

results of the market research to make adjustments to the product to bring it in line with 

customer desires. 

 

THE MARKET RESEARCH PROCESS: 6 STEPS TO SUCCESS 

The market research process is a systematic methodology for informing business decisions. 

 The figure below breaks the process down into six steps: 
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The Market Research Process 

“tep .  Defi e the O je ti e & You  P o le  

Perhaps the most important step in the market research process is defining the goals of the 

project.  At the core of this stands the root question that needs to be informed by market 

research.  There is typically a key business problem (or opportunity) that needs to be acted 

upon, but there is a lack of information to make that decision comfortably; the job of a market 

researcher is to inform that decision with solid data.  Examples of   usi ess p o le s  ight 

e Ho  should e p i e this e  P odu t?  o  Whi h featu es should e p io itize?  

By understanding the usi ess p o le  lea l , ou ll e a le to keep ou  esea h fo used 

and effective.  At this point in the process, well before any research has been conducted, I like 

to i agi e hat a pe fe t  fi al esea h epo t ould look like to help a s e  the business 

question(s).  You might even go as far as to mock up a fake report, with hypothetical data, and 

ask ou  audie e: If I p odu e a epo t that looks so ethi g like this, ill ou ha e the 

i fo atio  ou eed to ake a  i fo ed hoi e?   If the answer is yes, now you just need to 

get the real data.  If the answer is no, keep working with your client/audience until the 

o je ti e is lea , a d e happ  a out the disappoi t e t ou e p e e ted a d the ti e 

ou e sa ed. 

“tep . Dete i e You  Resea h Desig  

Now that you know your research object, it is time to plan out the type of research that will 

best obtain the necessary data.  Thi k of the esea h desig  as ou  detailed pla  of atta k.  

In this step you will first determine your market research method (will it be a survey, focus 

group, etc.?).  You will also think through specifics about how you will identify and choose your 

sample (who are we going after?  where will we find them?  how will we incentivize them?, 

etc.).  This is also the time to plan where you will conduct your research (telephone, in-person, 

mail, internet, etc.).  Once again, remember to keep the end goal in mind–what will your final 

report look like?  Based o  that, ou ll e a le to ide tif  the t pes of data a al sis ou ll e 

conducting (simple summaries, advanced regression analysis, etc.), which dictates the structure 

of questions ou ll e aski g. 

Your choice of research instrument will be based on the nature of the data you are trying to 

collect.  There are three classifications to consider: 
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Exploratory Research – This form of research is used when the topic is not well defined or 

understood, your hypothesis is not well defined, and your knowledge of a topic is vague. 

 Exploratory research will help you gain broad insights, narrow your focus, and learn the basics 

necessary to go deeper.  Common exploratory market research techniques include secondary 

research, focus groups and interviews.  Exploratory research is a qualitative form of research. 

Descriptive Research – If your research objective calls for more detailed data on a specific topic, 

ou ll e o du ti g ua titati e descriptive research.  The goal of this form of market research 

is to measure specific topics of interest, usually in a quantitative way.  Surveys are the most 

common research instrument for descriptive research. 

Causal Research – The most specific type of research is causal research, which usually comes in 

the form of a field test or experiment.  In this case, you are trying to determine a causal 

relationship between variables.  For example, does the music I play in my restaurant increase 

dessert sales (i.e. is there a causal relationship between music and sales?). 

Step . Desig  & P epa e You  Resea h I st u e t  

I  this step of the a ket esea h p o ess, it s ti e to desig  ou  esea h tool.  If a survey is 

the ost app op iate tool as dete i ed i  step , ou ll egi   iti g ou  uestio s a d 

designing your questionnaire.  If a focus group is ou  i st u e t of hoi e, ou ll sta t 

preparing questions and materials for the moderator.  You get the idea.  This is the part of the 

process where you start executing your plan. 

By the way, step 3.5 should be to test your survey instrument with a small group prior to broad 

deployment.  Take your sample data and get it into a spreadsheet; are there any issues with the 

data structure?  This will allow you to catch potential problems early, and there are always 

problems. 

Step 4. Collect Your Data 

This is the meat and potatoes of your project; the time when you are administering your 

survey, running your focus groups, conducting your interviews, implementing your field test, 

etc.  The answers, choices, and observations are all being collected and recorded, usually in 

spreadsheet form.  Each nugget of information is precious and will be part of the masterful 

conclusions you will soon draw. 
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Step 5. Analyze Your Data 

Step 4 (data collection) has drawn to a close and you have heaps of raw data sitting in your lap.  

If it s o  s aps of pape , ou ll p o a l  eed to get it i  sp eadsheet fo  fo  fu the  a al sis.  

If it s al ead  i  sp eadsheet fo , it s ti e to ake su e ou e got it st u tu ed p ope l .   

O e that s all do e, the fu  egi s.  Run summaries with the tools provided in your software 

package (typically Excel, SPSS, Minitab, etc.), build tables and graphs, segment your results by 

groups that make sense (i.e. age, gender, etc.), and look for the major trends in your data.  Start 

to formulate the story you will tell. 

Step 6. Visualize Your Data and Communicate Results 

You e spe t hou s pou i g th ough ou  a  data, uildi g useful su a  ta les, charts and 

graphs.  Now is the time to compile the most meaningful take-aways into a digestible report or 

presentation.  A great way to present the data is to start with the research objectives and 

business problem that were identified in step 1.  Restate those business questions, and then 

present your recommendations based on the data, to address those issues. 

 

When it comes time to presenting your results, remember to 

present insights, answers and recommendations, not just charts and tables.  If you put a chart in 

the repo t, ask ou self hat does this ea  a d hat a e the i pli atio s?   Adding this 

additional critical thinking to your final report will make your research more actionable and 

meaningful and will set you apart from other researchers. 

While it is importa t to a s e  the o igi al uestio ,  e e e  that a ket esea h is o e 

input to a business decision (usually a strong input), but not the only factor. 

“o, that s the a ket esea h p o ess.  The figure below walks through an example of this 

process in a tio , sta ti g ith a usi ess p o le  of ho  should e p i e this e  idget?  

 

 Finance: Nature and scope, forms of business ownerships: 

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

NATURE AND SCOPE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
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Finance is one of the basic foundations of all kinds of economic activities. Finance is 

defi ed as p o isio  of o ey at the ti e he  it is e ui ed . Every enterprise, 

whether big, medium, or small, needs finance to carry on its operations and to achieve its 

targets. Without adequate finance, no enterprise can possibly accomplish its objectives. 

So finance is regarded as the lifeblood of any business enterprise. The subject of finance 

has been traditionally classified into two; 

Public Finance: -It deals with the requirements, receipts and disbursement of funds in the 

govt. Institutions like states, local self-govt. and central govt. 

Private Finance: -It is concerned with requirements, receipts, and disbursement of fund in 

case of an individual, a profit seeking business organization and a non-profit organization. 

Thus, private finance can be classified into; 

Personal Finance: -Personal finance deals with the analysis of principle and practices 

i ol ed i  a agi g o e s o  dail  eed of fu d. 

Finance of Non-Profit Organization: -The finance of non-profit organization is concerned 

with the practices, procedures and problems involved in financial management of 

charitable, religion, educational, social and other similar organizations. 

Business Finance: -The study of principle, practices, procedures and problems concerning 

financial management of profit making organization engaged in the field of industry, trade 

and commerce is undertaken under the discipline of business finance. Business finance 

deals with the finance of business objectives and it is concerned with the planning and 

o t olli g fi s fi a ial esou es. 

Busi ess fi a e a  e defi ed as the a ti ity o e ed ith pla i g, aisi g, 
o t olli g a d ad i ist ati g of fu ds used i  the usi ess . 

Wheele  defi es usi ess fi a e is that usiness activity which is concerned with the 

acquisition and conservation of capital funds in meeting the financial needs and overall 

o je ti es of usi ess e te p ise.  

 Financial management is concerned with business finance, i.e. the finance of profit 

seeking organization. Business finance can further be classified into 3 categories, viz. 

a) Sole proprietary finance 
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b) Partnership firm finance 

c) Company or corporation finance 

Corporation finance or broadly speaking business finance can be defined as the process 

of rising, providing and administrating of all money/funds to be used in a corporate 

(business) enterprises.    

Financial Management 

            Financial management is concerned with the management of funds in a corporate 

enterprise or financial management is concerned with the procurement and use of funds 

in a business. Financial management is the managerial activity, which is concerned with 

the pla i g a d o t olli g of the fi s fi a ial esou es. 

Definitions: 

A o di g to “olo o  Ez a, fi ancial management is concerned with the efficient use of 

a  i po ta t e o o i  esou e, a ely apital fu ds . 

           Fi a ial a age e t is o e ed ith the a agi g of fi a e of the usi ess 
for smooth functioning and successful accomplishment of the e te p ise o je ti es  

            The term financial management, managerial finance, corporation finance and 

business finance are virtually equivalent and are used inter-changeably, most financial 

managers however seems to prefer either financial management or managerial finance. 

Financing Decisions or Decisions of Financial Manager 

a. Investment Decision: -The investment decision relates to the selection of assets in 

which funds will be invested by a firm. The assets, which can be acquired, fall into two 

broad groups- Long term assets and Short term assets. The aspect of financial decision 

aki g ith efe e e to lo g te  assets is te ed as apital udgeti g  a d to sho t 
te  assets o  u e t assets is te ed as o ki g apital a age e t  

b. Financing Decisions: -It is the second important function to be performed by the 

financial manager. Broadly he/she must decide when, where and how to acquire funds to 

eet the fi s i est e t eeds. The fi a ial a age  ust st i e to o tai  the 
optimum best capital structure for his/her firm. The mix of debt and equity is known as 
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the fi ’s apital st u tu e. Opti u  apital st u tu e means capital structure that 

maximizes the value of firm and minimizes the cost of capital. 

c. Dividend Decision: - -It is the third important function to be performed by the financial 

manager. The financial manager must decide whether the firm should distribute all profits 

or retain them or distribute a portion and retain the balance. 

d. Liquidity Decision: -Liquidity means the capacity of a firm to convert an asset into cash 

within a short period without much loss. It is a decision regarding the outflow and inflow 

of cash. In addition to the management of long-term asset, the current assets should be 

managed efficiently against the dangers of ill liquidity. 

 

Scope or Content of Financial Management/ Finance Function:- 

The main objective of financial management is to arrange sufficient finances for meeting 

short term and long term needs. A financial manager will have to concentrate on the 

following areas of finance function: 

1. Estimating Financial Requirements: - 

The first task of financial manager is to estimate short term and long-term financial 

requirements of his business. For this purpose, he will prepare a financial plan for present 

as well as for future. The amount required for purchasing fixed assets as well as for 

working capital will have to be ascertained. 

2. Deciding Capital Structure: - 

The capital structure refers to the kind and proportion of different securities for raising 

funds. After deciding about the quantum of funds required, it should be decided which 

type of securities should be raised. It may be wise to finance fixed assets through long-

term debts and current assets through short-term debts. 

3. Selecting a Source of Finance:- 

After preparing capital structure, an appropriate source of finance is selected. Various 

sources from which finance may be raised include: share capital, debentures, financial 

institutions, commercial banks, public deposits etc. If finance is needed for short period 
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then banks, public deposits and financial institutions may be appropriate. On the other 

hand, if long-term finance is required then, share capital, and debentures may be useful. 

4. Selecting a pattern of Investment:- 

When funds have been procured then a decision about investment pattern is to be taken. 

The selection of an investment pattern is related to the use of funds. A decision will have 

to be taken as to which asset is to be purchased. The funds will have to be spent first on 

fixed assets and then an appropriate portion will be retained for working capital. The 

decision-making techniques such as capital budgeting, opportunity cost analysis etc. may 

be applied in making decisions about capital expenditures. 

5. Proper cash Management:- 

Cash management is an important task of finance manager. He has to assess various cash 

needs at different times and then make arrangements for arranging cash. The cash 

management should be such that neither there is a shortage of it and nor it is idle. Any 

shortage of cash will damage the credit worthiness of the enterprise. The idle cash with 

the business will mean that it is not properly used. Cash flow statements are used to find 

out various sources and application of cash. 

6. Implementing Financial Controls:- 

 An efficient system of financial management necessitates the use of various control 

devises. Financial control devises generally used are budgetary control, break even 

analysis; cost control, ratio analysis etc. The use of various techniques by the finance 

manager will help him in evaluating the performance in various areas and take corrective 

measures whenever needed. 

7. Proper use of Surplus:- 

The utilization of profit or surplus is also an important factor in financial management. A 

judicious use of surpluses is essential for expansion and diversification plan and also in 

protecting the interest of shareholders. The finance manager should consider the 

following factors before declaring the dividend; 

a.         Trend of earnings of the enterprise 

b.         Expected earnings in future. 
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c.          Market value of shares. 

d.         Shareholders interest. 

e.          Needs of fund for expansion etc. 

 

Objectives/Goals of Financial Management or Business Finance 

                   The fi s  i est e t a d fi a i g de isio s a e u a oida le a d o ti uous. 
In order to make them rationally the firm must have a goal. It is generally agreed in theory 

that the fi a ial goal of the fi  should e the a i izatio  of o e s e o o i  
welfa e. O e s e o o i  elfa e ould e a i ized hile a i izi g the 
shareholders wealth as reflected in the market value of shares. The main objective of a 

usi ess is to a i ize the o e s e o o i  elfa e. This o je ti e a  e a hie ed ; 

1)      Profit Maximization 2) Wealth Maximization 

 

Profit Maximization: - 

Profit maximization means maximizing the rupee income of a firm. Profit earning is the 

main aim of every economic activity. No business can survive without earning profit. Profit 

is a measure of efficiency of a business enterprise. Profit also serve as a protection against 

risk which enables a business to face risk like fall in prices, competition from other units, 

adverse govt. polices etc. So the profit maximization is considered as the main objective of 

business. 

 

Wealth Maximization: - 

It is assumed that the goal of the firm should be to maximize the wealth of its current 

shareholders. Wealth maximization is the appropriate objective of an enterprise. Financial 

theory asserts that wealth ma i izatio  is the si gle su stitute fo  a sto kholde s utilit . 
Whe  the fi  a i izes the sto kholde s ealth, the i di idual sto kholde  a  use this 

ealth to a i ize his i di idual utilit . It ea s that  a i izi g sto kholde s ealth 
the firm is ope ati g o siste tl  to a ds a i izi g sto kholde s utilit . A sto kholde s 
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current wealth in the firm is the product of the number of shares owned, multiplied with 

the current stock price per share. “to kholde ’s u e t ealth i  a fi  = (Nu er of 

shares owned) x (Current stock price per share). The financial manager must know the 

factors, which influences the market price of shares; otherwise he would find himself 

u a le to a i ize the a ket alue of o pa s sha es. The ealth a i izatio  is a 

criterion for every financial decision. Besides profit, the type of sources used for raising 

funds, the cost of funds, the condition of money market are some factors that influence 

the market value of shares. 

 

Finance manager: 

           A financial manager is a person who is responsible to carryout finance functions. He 

is one of the members of the top management team. The financial manager, therefore, 

must have a clear understanding and strong grasp of the nature and scope of the finance 

functions. 

 

Functions of a Finance Manager 

               The changed business environment in the recent past has widened the role of a 

financial manager. The Functions of a Finance Manager are; 

 

1. Financial Forecasting and Planning: - 

               A financial manager has to estimate the financial needs of a business. How much 

money will be required for acquiring various assets? The amount will be needed for 

purchasing fixed assets and meeting working capital needs. He has to plan the funds 

needed in the future. How these funds will be acquired and applied is an important 

function of a finance manager. 

2. Acquisition of Funds: - 

After making financial planning, the next step will be to acquire funds. There are a number 

of sources available for supplying funds. These sources may be shares, debentures, 

financial institutions, commercial banks etc. The selection of an appropriate source is a 
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delicate task. The choice of a wrong source for funds may create difficulties at a later 

stage. The pros and cons of various sources should be analyzed before making a final 

decision. 

3. Investment of Funds:- 

              The funds should be used in the best possible way. The cost of acquiring them and 

the returns should be compared. The channels, which generate higher returns, should be 

preferred. The technique of capital budgeting may be helpful in selecting a project. The 

objective of maximizing profits will be achieved only when funds are efficiently used and 

they do not remain idle at any time. A financial manager has to keep in mind the 

principles of safety, liquidity and soundness while investing funds. 

4. Helping in Valuation Decisions:-  

              A number of mergers and consolidations take place in the present competitive 

industrial world. A finance manager is supposed to assist management in making 

valuation etc. For this purpose, he should understand various methods of valuing shares 

and other assets so that correct values are arrived at. 

5. Maintain Proper Liquidity:- 

              Every concern is required to maintain some liquidity for meeting day-to-day 

needs. Cash is the best source for maintaining liquidity. It is required to purchase raw 

materials, pay workers, meet other expense, etc. A finance manager is required to 

determine the need for liquid assets and then arrange liquid assets in such a way that 

there is no scarcity of funds.                                           

Time value of money:- 

            The time value of money is perhaps the most fundamental principle needed to 

understand and make financial decision. The concept in general, implies that a rupee today 

is worth more than a rupee a year later. The computation of value over time is done 

through the process of compounding and discounting; 

 FORMS OF BUSINESS OWNERSHIP 

SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP: 
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The best way to begin to understand the significance of "becoming" a corporation, partnership 

or a limited liability company ("Ltd") is to understand the implications of doing business as a 

"sole proprietorship." A sole proprietor is simply a person who is engaged in business as an 

individual. Sometimes the individual uses his own name in the name of the business e.g. 

"Shyam Auto Repair." However, in many cases, the sole proprietor will want to use an 

"assu ed a e" su h as "“ha ka lal Auto ‘epai . 

While doing business as a sole proprietor may seem fairly simple, there is one very serious 

adverse consequence, especially if the business involves products which could cause harm or 

injury to other persons. As a sole proprietor, you are personally liable for any and all debts and 

liabilities of the business. Whether a claim is made against your business by a customer, an 

employee, a competitor, or a trade creditor, you will be personally "on the hook" for any such 

claim. As a result, all of your personal assets, home, motor vehicles, savings accounts, jewelry, 

household goods, etc; will be subject to the claims of all such creditors. While certain jointly 

owned property (e.g. a residence) of a husband and wife may be exempt from liability to the 

creditors of only one of the spouses, even these joint assets may be jeopardized if both the 

husband and wife are involved in the operation of the business. Obviously, these are risks 

which many persons engaged in business would like to avoid. 

CORPORATIONS: 

A corporation is a separate legal entity which is formed by filing "Articles of Association" and 

Me o a du  Of Asso iatio   

The articles of association 

must set forth: 

(1) A corporate name for the corporation that satisfies the requirements of Section  

(2) The number of shares the corporation is authorized to issue and any information concerning 

the authorized shares as required by Section; 

(3) The street address of the corporation's initial registered office and the name of its initial 

registered agent at that office; and 

(4) The name and address of each incorporator. 

(b) The articles of incorporation may set forth: 

(1) The names and addresses of the individuals who are to serve as the initial directors; 
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(2) Provisions not inconsistent with law regarding: 

(i) The purpose or purposes for which the corporation is organized; 

(ii) Managing the business and regulating the affairs of the corporation; 

(iii) Defining, limiting and regulating the powers of the corporation, its board of directors and 

shareholders; and 

(iv)  A par value for authorized shares or classes of shares; 

The Articles must be signed by at least one incorporator, regardless of the number of 

shareholders of the corporation. 

Once the Articles of Incorporation are filed, there are still many important steps which must be 

taken in order to properly establish the corporation and enable it to engage in business. For 

example, "bylaws" must be approved to set forth the rules and procedures under which the 

corporation manages and operates, shares of stock must be issued to shareholders of the 

corporation, directors must be elected by the shareholders, officers must be appointed by the 

board of directors, certain filings must be made with the IRS and other taxing authorities, and 

various other legal and financial matters must be addressed. Needless to say, none of this 

should be undertaken without having competent advice from attorneys, CPA's and other 

advisors who have experience in advising and representing corporations and other business 

entities. 

The principal advantage of incorporation is that, because the corporation is now the "owner" of 

the business, it is the corporation which is responsible for the debts of the business. Under 

Mississippi law, if the corporation is unable to pay one of its creditors, the creditor does not 

normally have the right to seek recovery of the debt against the shareholders, directors or 

officers of the corporation. Accordingly, the creditor may only seek recovery against the assets 

of the corporation and not against the personal assets of the shareholders. Of course, if the 

creditor has obtained a "personal guaranty" from the shareholders, this will allow the creditor 

to seek recovery against the shareholders personally. Also, any person who commits a 

fraudulent or negligent act which results in harm or loss to another person may not avoid 

personal liability even if he or she is acting as an officer or director of a corporation. Of course, 

even should this be the case, the other shareholders, officers and directors will not normally be 

held personally liable for the fraudulent or negligent acts of another person. 
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The principal disadvantage of incorporating is that it may often result in "double taxation" of 

the earnings of the corporation. Not only is the corporation required to pay income taxes on its 

earnings but, after the corporation distributes its earnings to the shareholders in the form of 

dividends, the shareholders must also pay income tax on such funds! To avoid this result, many 

corporations file an "S corporation" election with the IRS. Under the applicable tax regulations, 

the earnings of an "S corporation" are taxable directly to its shareholders and not to the 

corporation. Despite the apparent benefit, the IRS imposes many limitations on the structure 

and operation of an S corporation and this election should never be made without the advice of 

competent legal and tax advisors. In 1996, the Internal Revenue Code was amended to give S 

corporations much more flexibility, especially with respect to the number of eligible 

shareholders (75) and the types of entities which may become S corporation shareholders. 

PARTNERSHIPS: 

A partnership occurs when two or more persons combine to operate a business. Normally, the 

allocation of profits and losses, management and operation of the partnership is set forth in a 

written "partnership agreement" which is signed by all of the partners. Also, the partners of a 

partnership do have some very limited protection from the claims of creditors under the 

Mississippi Partnership Act. Under the applicable law, a creditor must first seek recovery 

against the assets of the partnership before seeking recovery against the personal assets of the 

individual partners. Nonetheless, it is clear that the personal assets of the partners are 

ultimately exposed to the claims of partnership creditors. 

Unlike the corporation, the earnings of the partnership are not exposed to "dual taxation." 

Under the Internal Revenue Code, all of the earnings of the partnership are allocated and taxed 

directly to the individual partners. This is one of the principal reasons why many individuals 

choose to operate in the partnership form, rather than as a corporation. 

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES: 

The limited liability company or "LLC" is a relatively new form of doing business which is now 

recognized in most states. The LLC has grown in popularity because it combines the best 

features of a corporation and a partnership. Like a corporation, the owners (called "members") 

of the LLC are not personally responsible for the debts of the LLC. Like a partnership, there is no 

dual taxation and the earnings of the business are taxed directly to the members. The LLC is 

also preferable in many ways to the "S corporation," which also avoids personal liability and 

dual taxation. The LLC is not subject to most of the limitations which are imposed on S 

corporations by applicable law. For example, while an S corporation is not allowed to have 

more than one type or class of stock ownership and is not allowed to have more than 75 
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shareholders, the LLC is not subject to such limitations. Overall, the LLC simply allows more 

flexibility in the structure, operation and management of the business than does the S 

corporation. 

Like a corporation, an LLC is created by filing "Articles of Organization" with the  State.  

(1) In order to form a limited liability company, a certificate of formation must be executed and 

filed with the Secretary of State. The certificate must set forth: 

(a) The name of the limited liability company; 

(b) The street and mailing address of the registered office and the name and the street and 

mailing 

address of the registered agent for service of process, required to be maintained by Section13 A 

 

(c) If the limited liability company is to have a specific date of dissolution, the late st date upon 

which the limited liability company is to dissolve; 

(d) If full or partial management of the limited liability company is vested in a manager or 

managers, a statement to that effect; 

(e) Any other matters the managers or members determine to include therein. 

(2) A limited liability company is formed at the time of the filing of the certificate of formation 

in 

the office of the Secretary of State or at any later time specified in the certificate of formation 

if, in 

either case, the certificate of formation so filed substantially complies with the requirements of 

this 

chapter. A delayed effective date specified in a certificate of formation may not be later than 

the 

ninetieth (90th) day after the date it is filed. 

(3) For all purposes, a copy of the certificate of formation duly certified by the Secretary of 

State 

is conclusive evidence of the formation of a limited liability company and prima facie evidence 

of 

its existence. 
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As in the case of the corporation, the proper creation of an Ltd co does not stop with the filing 

of the Articles. A formal "Operating Agreement" is necessary, tax filings must be made and 

various other steps need to be taken with the advice and assistance of competent legal and tax 

advisors. 

You should also be aware of the existence of the Limited Liability Partnership, a cousin of the 

Ltd co which is often utilized by professional service businesses (law firms, CPA's, etc ;). While 

most professional groups have traditionally formed a "professional corporation," or "PC," for 

many the "Ltd co seems to offer more flexibility while still offering protection from personal 

liability when a claim is made against the business entity. 

WHAT COSTS WILL I INCUR? 

Clearly, the formation of a partnership, corporation or Ltd will result in certain monetary 

expenditures which are not likely to be faced by the sole proprietor. Also, there will be 

additional filings which will need to be made with the IRS and other governmental offices on a 

regular basis which would not apply to the sole proprietor. On the other hand, the sole 

proprietor obviously faces many potential significant claims and liabilities which would not 

apply to the shareholder of a corporation or the member of an Ltd. 

It is difficult to estimate the total attorney fees, accounting charges and other costs which will 

normally result in the formation of a corporation or Ltd. Obviously, each business enterprise 

has its own particular issues and problems which must be addressed by legal and financial 

advisors. The number of shareholders (or members) and the relative contributions and 

relationship of each to the business enterprise will also have an impact on overall costs. If the 

owners elect to enter into a "buy-sell agreement" providing for the purchase by the survivors of 

the ownership interest of a deceased or disabled owner, this may also result in extended and 

complex negotiations. Such agreements may also provide a "right of first refusal" to the other 

owners if a particular owner wishes to sell his ownership interest to third parties. 

COOPERATIVES. 

         The role of cooperatives.  

                  A.     A COOPERATIVE is a business owned and controlled by the people who use it—
producers, consumers, or workers with similar needs who pool their resources for mutual gain. 

                           1.      There are thousands of cooperatives in the U.S. 
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                           2.      Members democratically control these businesses by electing a board of 

directors that hires professional management. 

                  B.     Some cooperatives are formed to give members MORE ECONOMIC POWER than 

they would have as individuals (i.e. farm cooperatives.) 

                           1.      The FARM COOPERATIVE started with farmers joining together to get 

better prices for their food products. 

                           2.      The organizations expanded so that farm cooperatives now buy and sell 

other products needed on the farm. 

                           3.      In spite of debt and mergers, cooperatives are still a major force in 

agriculture today. 

 FRANCHISES. 

        The advantages and disadvantages of franchises and the opportunities for diversity in 

franchising and the challenges of international franchising. 

                  A.     A FRANCHISE AGREEMENT is an arrangement whereby someone with a good 

idea for a business (the FRANCHISOR) sells the rights to use the business name and to sell a 

product or service (the FRANCHISE) to others (the FRANCHISEE) in a given territory.  

                           1.      Some people would like to own their own businesses but want more 

assurance of success Franchising may be an alternative. 

                           2.      Franchising accounts for 50% of the national retail sales. 

                           3.      the most popular businesses for franchising are restaurants, retail stores, 

hotels and motels, and automotive parts and service centers. 

                  B.     ADVANTAGES OF FRANCHISES: 

                           1.      MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING ASSISTANCE, including an established 

product, help in choosing a location, and assistance in all phases of operation. 

                           2.      PERSONAL OWNERSHIP: You are still your own boss, although you must 

follow the rules, regulations, and procedures of the franchise. 
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                           3.      NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED NAME: You get instant recognition and support. 

                           4.      FINANCIAL ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE. 

                                    a.      Franchisees get assistance arranging financing and learning to keep 

records. 

                                    b.      Some franchisors will even provide financing to potential franchisees. 

                           5.      LOWER FAILURE RATE. 

                                    a.      Historically, the failure rate for franchises has been lower than that of 

other business ventures. 

                                    b.      You should carefully research any franchise before investing. 

                  C.     DISADVANTAGES OF FRANCHISES. 

                           1.      LARGE STARTUP COSTS. 

                                    a.      Most franchises will demand a fee to obtain the rights to the 

franchise. 

                                    b.      Start-up costs can be very high as when the franchise is a well known 

name. 

                           2.      SHARED PROFIT: The franchisor often demands a large share of the profits, 

or royalty, based on sales not profit. 

                           3.      MANAGEMENT REGULATION.                                       

 a.         Some franchisees may feel burdened by the company=s rules and regulations. 

                                    b.      In recent years franchisees have been banding together to resolve 

their grievances with franchisors. 

                           4.      COATTAIL EFFECTS. 

                                    a.      The actions of other franchisees have an impact on the franchise=s 

future growth and level of profitability, a phenomena known as a COATTAIL EFFECT. 
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                                    b.      Franchisees must also look out for competition from fellow 

franchisees. 

                           5.      RESTRICTIONS ON SELLING. 

                                    a.      Many franchisees face restrictions in the reselling of their franchises. 

                                    b.      Franchisors often insist on approving the new owner, who must meet 

their standards. 

                           6.      FRAUDULENT FRANCHISORS. 

                                    a.      Most franchisors are not large systems; many are small, obscure 

companies. 

                                    b.      There has been an increase in complaints to the FTC about franchisors 

that delivered little or nothing that they promised. 

                  D.     DIVERSITY IN FRANCHISING. 

                           1.      Only 24% of franchise owners are women. 

                           .      The ai  fa to  est i ti g o e s o e ship is MONEY. 

                           3.      Some franchisors, such as Church=s Chicken, actively recruit women to be 

owners. 

                           4.      Women are becoming FRANCHISORS as well. 

                           5.      When women find it difficult to obtain financing to expanding their 

businesses, they often turn to finding franchisees to sidestep expansion costs. 

                           6.      Franchising opportunities fit the needs of many aspiring minority 

businesspersons. 

                           7.      Minority franchise ownership is not growing as fast as franchise ownership 

in general. 

                           8.      The Commerce Department=s Federal Minority Business Development 

Agency provides minorities with training in how to run franchises. 
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                  E.     HOME BASEDFRANCHISES. 

                           1.      Home-based businesses offer advantages but may leave owners with a 

feeling of isolation. 

                           2.      Home-based franchisees feel less isolated. 

                  F.      E-COMMERCE IN FRANCHISING. 

                           1.      Today Internet users worldwide are able to obtain franchises to open 

online retail stores. 

                           2.      Before signing up, however, you should check out the facts fully. 

                           3.      Many franchisees with existing brick-and-mortar stores are expanding 

online. 

                           4.      Many franchisors prohibit franchisee-sponsored websites, however, which 

can lead to conflicts between franchisors and franchisees.                 G.        USING TECHNOLOGY 

IN FRANCHISING. 

                           1.      Franchisors are using technology to meet the needs of customers and 

franchisees. 

                           2.      Franchise websites can streamline communication with employees, 

customers, and vendors. 

                           3.      Using a website every franchisee has immediate access to every subject 

that involves the franchise operation. 

                  H.     FRANCHISING IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETS. 

                           1.      More than 450 of the 3,000 franchisors have outlets overseas. Canada is by 

far the most popular target because of proximity and language. 

                           2.      Franchisors find the costs of franchising high in these markets, but the costs 

are counterbalanced by less competition and rapidly expanding consumer base. 

                           3.      Newer, smaller franchises, such as Rug Doctor Pro and Merry Maid, are 

going international as well. 
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                           4.      What makes international franchising successful are convenience and a 

predictable level of service and quality? 

                           5.      Franchisors must be careful to adapt to the region. 

                           6.      Foreign franchises are also expanding to the U.S. 

 

How to calculate breakeven point is a key financial analysis tool used by business owners. Once 

you know the fixed and variable costs for the product your business produces, or a good 

approximation of them, you can use that information to calculate your company's breakeven 

point. It is a popular tool used by small business owners to determine how much volume of 

their product they must sell in order to make a profit. It is also an important part of cost-

volume-profit analysis. 

 

Balance sheet, profit and loss account: 

Fund flow and cash flow statements:  

In financial accounting, a balance sheet or statement of financial position is a summary of the 

financial balances of a sole proprietorship, a business partnership, a corporation or other 

business organization, such as and ownership equity are listed as of a specific date, such as the 

end of its financial year. A balance sheet is often described as a "snapshot of a company's 

financial condition". Of the three basic financial statements, the balance sheet is the only 

statement which applies to a single point in time of a business' calendar year. 

A standard company balance sheet has three parts: assets, liabilities and ownership equity. The 

main categories of assets are usually listed first and typically in order of liquidity.[2] Assets are 

followed by the liabilities. The difference between the assets and the liabilities is known as 

equity or the net assets or the net worth or capital of the company and according to the 

accounting equation, net worth must equal assets minus liabilities 

Another way to look at the balance sheet equation is that total assets equals liabilities plus 

owner's equity. Looking at the equation in this way shows how assets were financed: either by 

borrowing money (liability) or by using the owner's money (owner's or shareholders' equity). 

Balance sheets are usually presented with assets in one section and liabilities and net worth in 

the other section with the two sections "balancing". 
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A business operating entirely in cash can measure its profits by withdrawing the entire bank 

balance at the end of the period, plus any cash in hand. However, many businesses are not paid 

immediately; they build up inventories of goods and they acquire buildings and equipment. In 

other words: businesses have assets and so they cannot, even if they want to, immediately turn 

these into cash at the end of each period. Often, these businesses owe money to suppliers and 

to tax authorities, and the proprietors do not withdraw all their original capital and profits at 

the end of each period. In other words businesses also have liabilities. 

Balance sheet account names and usage depend on the organization's country and the type of 

organization. Government organizations do not generally follow standards established for 

individuals or businesses. 

If applicable to the business, summary values for the following items should be included in the 

balance sheet: Assets are all the things the business owns; this will include property, tools, cars, 

desks, chairs etc. 

Assets 

Current assets 

Cash and cash equivalents 

Accounts receivable 

Prepaid expenses for future services that will be used within a year 

Non-current assets (Fixed assets) 

Property, plant and equipment 

Investment property, such as real estate held for investment purposes 

Intangible assets 

Financial assets (excluding investments accounted for using the equity method, accounts 

receivables, and cash and cash equivalents) 

Investments accounted for using the equity method 

Biological  assets, which are living plants or animals. Bearer biological assets are plants or 

animals which bear agricultural produce for harvest, such as apple trees grown to produce 

apples and sheep raised to produce wool.[17] 
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Liabilities 

See Liability (accounting) 

Accounts payable 

Provisions for warranties or court decisions 

Financial liabilities (excluding provisions and accounts payable), such as promissory notes and 

corporate bonds 

Liabilities and assets for current tax 

Deferred tax liabilities and deferred tax assets 

Unearned revenue for services paid for by customers but not yet provided 

Equity 

The net assets shown by the balance sheet equals the third part of the balance sheet, which is  

known as the shareholders' equity. It comprises: 

Issued capital and reserves attributable to equity holders of the parent company (controlling 

interest) 

Non-controlling interest in equity 

Formally, shareholders' equity is part of the company's liabilities: they are funds "owing" to 

shareholders (after payment of all other liabilities); usually, however, "liabilities" is used in the 

more restrictive sense of liabilities excluding shareholders' equity. The balance of assets and 

liabilities (including shareholders' equity) is not a coincidence. Records of the values of each 

account in the balance sheet are maintained using a system of accounting known as double-

entry bookkeeping. In this sense, shareholders' equity by construction must equal assets minus 

liabilities, and are a residual. 

Regarding the items in equity section, the following disclosures are required: 

Numbers of shares authorized, issued and fully paid, and issued but not fully paid 

Par value of shares 

Reconciliation of shares outstanding at the beginning and the end of the period 
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Description of rights, preferences, and restrictions of shares 

Treasury shares, including shares held by subsidiaries and associates 

Shares reserved for issuance under options and contracts 

A description of the nature and purpose of each reserve within owners' equity 

Sample Balance sheet 

The following balance sheet is a very brief example prepared in accordance with IFRS. It does 

not show all possible kinds of assets, liabilities and equity, but it shows the most usual ones. 

Because it shows goodwill, it could be a consolidated balance sheet. Monetary values are not 

shown; summary (total) rows are missing as well. 

Balance Sheet of XYZ, Ltd. 

As of 31 December 2009 

 

ASSETS 

Current Assets 

Cash and Cash Equivalents 

Accounts Receivable (Debtors) 

Less : Allowances for Doubtful Accounts 

Inventories 

Prepaid Expenses 

Investment Securities (Held for trading) 

Other Current Assets 

Non-Current Assets (Fixed Assets) 

Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE) 
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Less: Accumulated Depreciation 

Investment Securities (Available for sale/Held-to-maturity) 

Investments in Associates 

Intangible Assets (Patent, Copyright, Trademark, etc.) 

Less: Accumulated Amortization 

Goodwill 

Other Non-Current Assets, e.g. Deferred Tax Assets, Lease Receivable 

 

LIABILITIES and SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 

LIABILITIES 

Current Liabilities (Creditors: amounts falling due within one year) 

Accounts Payable 

Current Income Tax Payable 

Current portion of Loans Payable 

Short-term Provisions 

Other Current Liabilities, e.g. Unearned Revenue, Deposits 

 

Non-Current Liabilities (Creditors: amounts falling due after more than one year) 

Loans Payable 

Issued Debt Securities, e.g. Notes/Bonds Payable 

Deferred Tax Liabilities 
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Provisions, e.g. Pension Obligations 

Other Non-Current Liabilities, e.g. Lease Obligations 

SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 

Paid-in Capital 

Share Capital (Ordinary Shares, Preference Shares) 

Share Premium 

Less: Treasury Shares 

Retained Earnings 

Revaluation Reserve 

Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income 

 

 Profit & Loss Statement 

A Profit & Loss Statement (P&L) measures the activity of a business over a period of time – 

usually a month, a quarter, or a year. This financial report may have several different names: 

profit & loss, P&L, income statement, statement of revenues and expenses, or even the 

operating statement. The P&L basically tells you revenue, expenses, profit, and loss. Keep in 

mind that in almost all circumstances, profit is not the same thing as cash flow. 

The basic formula for the profit-and-loss statement is: 

Revenues – expenses = net profit. 

P&L statements generally follow this format: 

Revenues 

- Operating (variable) expenses 

= Gross profit (operating) margin 

- Overhead (fixed expenses) 

= Operating income 
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+/– Other income or expense (non-operating) 

= Pre-tax income 

- Income taxes 

= Net income (after taxes) 

Here are definitions of these categories: 

Revenue is the money you receive in payment for your products or services. 

Operating, or variable, expenses are the expenses that rise or fall based on your sales volume. 

Gross profit margin or operating margin is the amount left when you subtract operating 

expenses from revenues. 

Overhead, or fixed, expenses a e osts that do t a  u h o th-to-month and don t ise o  
fall with the number of sales you make. Examples might include salaries of office staff, rent, or 

insurance. 

Operating income is income after deducting operating and overhead expense. 

Other income or expenses (non-operating) ge e all  do t elate to the operating side of the 

business, rather to how the management finances the business. Other income might include 

interest or dividends from company investments, for example.  Other expenses might include 

interest paid on loans. 

Pre-tax income is income before federal and state governments take their share. 

Income tax How income tax is shown on the P&L varies based on the type of legal entity.  For 

example, a C corporation almost always shows income tax expense, but S corporations, 

partnerships, LLCs, and sole proprietorships rarely show income tax expense on the P&L. 

Net income (after taxes) is the final amount on most profit-and-loss statements. It represents 

the net total profit earned by the business during the period, above and beyond all related 

costs and expenses. 

There are 3 basic financial statements that exist in the area of Financial Management. 

1. Balance Sheet. 

2. Income Statement. 
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3. Cash Flow Statement. 

4. Fund Flow Statement 

The first two statements measure one aspect of performance of the business over a period of 

time. Cash flow statements signify the changes in the cash and cash equivalents of the business 

due to the business operations in one time period. Funds flow statements report changes in a 

business's working capital from its operations in a single time period, but have largely been 

superseded by cash flow statements. 

A Cash Flow Statement is a statement showing changes in cash position of the firm from one 

period to another. It explains the inflows (receipts) and outflows (disbursements) of cash over a 

period of time. The inflows of cash may occur from sale of goods, sale of assets, receipts from 

debtors, interest, dividend, rent, issue of new shares and debentures, raising of loans, short-

term borrowing, etc. The cash outflows may occur on account of purchase of goods, purchase 

of assets, payment of loans loss on operations, payment of tax and dividend, etc. 

A cash flow statement is different from a cash budget. A cash flow statement shows the cash 

inflows and outflows which have already taken place during a past time period. On the other 

hand a cash budget shows cash inflows and outflows which are expected to take place during a 

future time period. In other words, a cash budget is a projected cash flow statement. 

Funds Flow Statement states the changes in the working capital of the business in relation to 

the operations in one time period.  

The main components of Working Capital are: 

Current Assets 

1.    Cash 

2.    Receivables 

3.    Inventory 

Current Liabilities 

1.    Payables 

Net working capital is the total change in the business's working capital, calculated as total 

change in current assets minus total change in current liabilities. 

Working Capital=Current Assets-Current Liabilities 
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FOR EXAMPLE: If the inventory of the business increased from Rs 1, 40,000 to Rs 1,60,000, then 

this increase of Rs 20,000 is the increase in the working capital for the corresponding period 

and will be mentioned on the funds flow statement.  But the same would not be reflected in 

the cash flow statement as it does not involve cash. 

So the Fund Flow Statement uses all the above four components and shows the change in 

them. While a cash flow statement only shows the change in cash position of the business. 

Cash flow statements have largely superseded funds flow statements as measurements of a 

business's liquidity because cash and cash equivalents are more liquid than all other current 

assets included in working capital's calculation. 

What is Included in a Cash Flow Statement? 

The statement of cash flows uses information from the other two statements (Income 

Statement and Balance Sheet) to indicate cash inflows and outflows. 

A Cash Flow Statement comprises information on following 3 activities: 

      1. Operating Activities 

      2. Investing Activities 

      3. Financing Activities 

1. Operating Activities: Operating activities include cash flows from all standard business 

operations. Cash receipts from selling goods and services represent the inflows. The 

revenues from interest and dividends are also included here. The operational expenditures 

are considered as outflows for this section. Although interest expenses fall under this 

section but the dividends are not included .Dividends are considered as a part of financing 

activity in financial accounting terms. 

2. Investing Activities: Investing activities include transactions with assets, marketable 

securities and credit instruments. The sale of property, plant and equipment or marketable 

securities is a cash inflow. Purchasing property, plant and equipment or marketable 

securities are considered as cash outflows. Loans made to borrowers for long-term use is 

another cash outflow. Collections from these loans, however, are cash inflows. 

3. Financing Activities: Financing activities on the statement of cash flows are much more 

defined in nature. The receipts come from borrowing money or issuing stock. The outflows 

occur when a company repays loans, purchases treasury stock or pays dividends to 
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stockholders. As the case with other activities on the statement of cash flows depend on 

activities rather than actual general ledger accounts. 

Table of Difference between Funds Flow Statement and Cash Flow Statement 

 Basis of 

Difference 
Funds Flow Statement Cash Flow Statement 

1. Basis of 

Analysis 

Funds flow statement is based 

on broader concept i.e. working 

capital. 

Cash flow statement is based on 

narrow concept i.e. cash, which is 

only one of the elements of working 

capital. 

2. Source Funds flow statement tells 

about the various sources from 

where the funds generated 

with various uses to which they 

are put. 

Cash flow statement stars with the 

opening balance of cash and reaches 

to the closing balance of cash by 

proceeding through sources and 

uses. 

3. Usage Funds flow statement is more 

useful in assessing the long-

range financial strategy. 

Cash flow statement is useful in 

understanding the short-term 

phenomena affecting the liquidity of 

the business. 

4. Schedule 

of Changes 

in Working 

Capital 

In funds flow statement 

changes in current assets and 

current liabilities are shown 

through the schedule of 

changes in working capital. 

In cash flow statement changes in 

current assets and current liabilities 

are shown in the cash flow 

statement itself. 

5. End Result Funds flow statement shows 

the causes of changes in net 

working capital. 

Cash flow statement shows the 

causes the changes in cash. 

6. Principal of 

Accounting 

Funds flow statement is in 

alignment with the accrual 

basis of accounting. 

In cash flow statement data 

obtained on accrual basis are 

converted into cash basis. 

Advantages of Cash Flow Statement 

1.   It shows the actual cash position available with the company between the two balance 

sheet dates which funds flow and profit and loss account are unable to show. So it is 
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important to make a cash flow report if one wants to know about the liquidity position of 

the company. 

2.   It helps the company in  accurately projecting the future liquidity position of the company 

enabling it  arrange for any shortfall in money by  arranging finance in advance and if there 

is excess than it can help the company in earning extra return by deploying excess funds. 

3.   It acts like a filter and is used by many analyst and investors to judge whether company has 

prepared the financial statements properly or not because if there is any discrepancy in the 

cash position as shown by balance sheet and the cash flow statement, it means that 

statements are incorrect. 

Disadvantages of Cash Flow Statement 

1. Since it shows only cash position, it is not possible to deduce actual profit and loss of the 

company by just looking at this statement. 

2. In isolation this is of no use and it requires other financial statements like balance sheet, 

p ofit a d loss et …, a d the efo e li iti g its use. 

Advantages of Fund Flow Statements 

A Funds flow statement is prepared to show changes in the assets, liabilities and equity 

between two balance sheet dates, it is also called statement of sources and uses of funds. The 

advantages of such a financial statement are many fold. 

Some of these are: 

1.   Funds flow statement reveals the net result of Business operations done by the company 

during the year. 

2.   In addition to the balance sheet, it serves as an additional reference for many interested 

parties like analysts, creditors, suppliers, government to look into financial position of the 

company. 

3.   The Fund Flow Statement shows how the funds were raised from various sources and also 

how those funds were deployed by a company, therefore it is a great tool for management 

when it wants to know about where and from what sources funds were raised and also how 

those funds got utilized into the business. 

4.   It reveals the causes for the changes in liabilities and assets between the two balance sheet 

dates therefore providing a detailed analysis of the balance sheet of the company. 
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5.   Funds flow statement helps the management in deciding its future course of plans and also 

it acts as a control tool for the management. 

6.   Funds flow statement should not be looked alone rather it should be used along with 

balance sheet in order judge the financial position of the company in a better way. 

Disadvantages of Fund Flow Statements 

      Funds flow statement has many advantages; however it has some disadvantages or limitations 

also.  

Let’s look at so e of the li itatio s of fu ds flow statement. 

1. Funds Flow statement has to be used along with balance sheet and profit and loss account 

for inference of financial strengths and weakness of a company it cannot be used alone. 

2.   Fund Flow Statement does not reveal the cash position of the company, and that is why 

company has to prepare cash flow statement in addition to funds flow statement. 

3. Funds flow statement only rearranges the data which is there in the books of account and 

therefore it lacks originality. In simple words it presents the data in the financial statements 

in systematic way and therefore many companies tend to avoid preparing funds flow 

statements. 

4.   Funds flow statement is basically historic in nature, that is it indicates what happened in the 

past and it does not communicate anything about the future, only estimates can be made 

based on the past data and therefore it cannot be used the management for taking decision 

related to future. 

We a  o lude that sho te  the pla i g pe iod o e ele a t is the Cash Flow Statement 

a d lo ge  the pla i g pe iod o e ele a t is the Fu d Flo  “tate e t 

 

 

Breakeven point (BEP) and financial ratio analysis:  

What is Breakeven Point? 

A company's breakeven point is the point at which its sales exactly cover its expenses. The 

company sells enough units of its product to cover its expenses without making a profit or 
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taking a loss. If it sells more, then it makes a profit. On the other hand, if it sells less, it takes a 

loss. 

To compute a company's breakeven point in sales volume, you need to know the values of 

three variables. Those three variables are fixed costs, variable costs, and the price of the 

product. Fixed costs are those which do not change with the level of sales, such as overhead. 

Variable costs are those which do change with the level of sales, such as cost of goods sold. The 

price of the product has been set by the company through looking at the wholesale cost of the 

product, or the cost of manufacturing the product, and marking it up. 

How to Calculate Breakeven Point? 

In order to calculate your company's breakeven point, use the following formula: 

Fixed Costs/Price - Variable Costs = Breakeven Point in Units 

In this formula, fixed costs are stated as a total -- the total fixed costs for the firm. Basically, this 

means the total overhead for the firm. Price and variable costs, however, are stated as per unit 

costs - the price for each product sold and the variable cost for that unit of the product. The 

denominator of the equation, price minus variable costs, is called the contribution margin. In 

other words, this is the amount, per unit of product sold, that the firm can contribute to paying 

its fixed costs. 

An Example of Breakeven Point 

XYZ Corporation has calculated that it has fixed costs that consist of its lease, depreciation of its 

assets, executive salaries, and property taxes. Those fixed costs add up to Rs60, 000.  Their 

variable costs associated with producing the widget are raw material, factory labor, and sales 

commissions. Variable costs have been calculated to be rupee 0.80 per unit. The product is 

priced at Rs2.00 each. 

Given this information, we can calculate the breakeven point for XYZ Corporation's product, the 

widget. 

Fixed Costs/Price - Variable Costs 

Rs 60,000/Rs2.00 - Rs0.80 = 50,000 units 

XYZ Corporation has to produce and sell 50,000 widgets in order to cover their total expenses, 

fixed and variable. At this level of sales, they will make no profit but will just breakeven. 
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What Happens to the Breakeven Point if Sales Change? 

What if your sales change? For example, if the economy is in a recession, your sales might drop. 

If sales drop, then you won't sell enough to make your breakeven point. In the example of XYZ 

Corporation, you might not sell the 50,000 units necessary to breakeven. In that case, you 

would not be able to pay all your expenses. What can you do in this situation? 

If you look at the breakeven formula, you can see that there are two solutions. You can either 

raise the price of your product or you can find ways to cut your costs, your fixed and/or your 

variable costs. 

Let's say you find a way to cut the cost of your overhead or fixed costs by reducing your own 

salary by Rs10, 000. That makes your fixed costs drop from Rs60,000 to Rs50,000. The 

breakeven point is, holding other variables the same,: 

Rs50,000/Rs2.00-Rs0.80 = 41,666 units 

Predictably, cutting your fixed costs drops your breakeven point. 

If you reduce your variable costs by cutting your costs of goods sold to $0.60 per unit, then your 

breakeven point, holding other variables the same, becomes: 

Rs60,000/Rs2.00-Rs0.60=42,857 units 

From this analysis, you can see that if you can reduce the cost variables, you can lower your 

breakeven point without having to raise your price. 

Relationships between Fixed Costs, Variable Costs, Price, and Volume 

As the owner of a small business, you can see that any decision you make about pricing your 

product, the costs you incur in your business and the resulting volume that you sell are 

interrelated. Calculating the breakeven point is just one component of cost-volume-profit 

analysis. 

You also have to consider how you allocate costs in your business - the direct and indirect costs 

- that contribute to overhead. 
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 Financial Ratio Analysis: 

When it comes to investing, analyzing financial statement information (also known as 

quantitative analysis), is one of, if not the most important element in the fundamental analysis 

process. At the same time, the  

Massive amount of numbers in a company's financial statements can be bewildering and 

intimidating to many investors. However, through financial ratio analysis, you will be able to 

work with these numbers in an organized fashion. 

The objective of this tutorial is to provide you with a guide to sources of financial statement 

data, to highlight and define the most relevant ratios, to show you how to compute them and 

to explain their meaning as investment evaluators. 

In this regard, we draw your attention to the complete set of financials for Zimmer Holdings, 

Inc. (ZMH), a publicly listed company on the NYSE that designs, manufactures and markets 

orthopedic and related surgical products, and fracture-management devices worldwide. We've 

provided these statements in order to be able to make specific reference to the account 

captions and numbers in Zimmer's financials in order to illustrate how to compute all the ratios. 

Among the dozens of financial ratios available, we've chosen 30 measurements that are the 

most relevant to the investing process and organized them into six main categories as per the 

following list: 
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1) Liquidity Measurement Ratios 

 

Current Ratio 

Quick Ratio 

Cash Ratio 

Cash Conversion Cycle 

2) Profitability Indicator Ratios 

 

Profit Margin Analysis 

Effective Tax Rate 

Return on Assets 

Return on Equity 

Return on Capital Employed 

3) Debt Ratios 

 

Overview of Debt 

Debt Ratio 

Debt-Equity Ratio 

Capitalization Ratio 

Interest Coverage Ratio 

Cash Flow To Debt Ratio 

4) Operating Performance Ratios 
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Fixed-Asset Turnover 

Sales/Revenue per Employee 

Operating Cycle 

5) Cash Flow Indicator Ratios 

 

Operating Cash Flow/Sales Ratio 

Free Cash Flow/Operating Cash Ratio 

Cash Flow Coverage Ratio 

Dividend Payout Ratio 

6) Investment Valuation Ratios 

 

Per Share Data 

Price/Book Value Ratio 

Cash Flow Coverage Ratio 

Price/Earnings Ratio 

Price/Earnings to Growth Ratio 

Price/Sales Ratio 

Dividend Yield 

Enterprise Value Multiple 

Short-Term Solvency or Liquidity Measures- These atios a e used to easu e a o pa s 
sho t te  li uidit . The ai  o e  is the o pa s a ilit  to pa  its ill i  the sho t-run 

without any undue stress. For obvious reasons liquidity ratios are of special interest to short-

term creditors. An advantage to looking at short-term items is that their market values and 

Book Values are likely to be very similar. This is because their lives are not long enough to 

become too mispriced.  
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Current Ratio The current ratio is one of the commonly used ratios. It is calculated as shown 

below. 

Current Assets/Current Liabilities 

 

 

Since Current Assets and current Liabilities are converted to cash over the next 12 months, the 

current ratio is a measure of short-term solvency. It is measures in either times or in dollars. 

Our example above shows that the underlying company has Rs1.18 in current assets for every 

dollar in current liabilities or has 1.18 times as many current assets as it has current liabilities. 

To creditors, the higher the current ratio, the less risky it would be to lend money. A high-

current ratio can indicate liquidity but it can also indicate that a company is not efficiently using 

its cash and other short-te  assets. If a o pa s u e t atio is less tha   the  this ould 
mean they have negative Net Working Capital. This would be an unusually unhealthy sign. The 

current ratio can be affected by many different types of transactions. Suppose a company took 

out a long-term loan. Its cash would go up and its long-te  lia ilities ould go up. It s u e t 
liabilities would not be affected and therefore its current ratio would increase. If a company has 

unused borrowing potential then a low current ratio may not be all that bad.  

 

Quick (or Acid Test) Ratio The quick ratio is similar to the current ratio except it excludes 

Inventory. This is because inventory is not as liquid as items such as cash. The purpose of the 

quick ratio is to measure whether or not a company could pay off its current liabilities if they 

were to come due today. The quick ratio is calculated as shown below: 

Now we will cover how to measure the efficiency of a company. These ratios are often called 

asset management or utilization ratios the ratios that we will discuss can be interpreted as 

measures of turnover. They are intended to describe how efficiently and intensively a firm uses 

its assets to generate revenues.  

 

Inventory Turnover Ratio The Inventory turnover ratio measures how many times in a year a 

company sells its inventory. It is calculated as shown below: 

What the example above is implying is that this company sells its inventory 3.29 times per year. 

As long as a company is not running out of stock then the higher the number, the more efficient 

the company is. Once you have the Inventory turnover ratio you can then figure out how long it 

took on average to turn the inventory over. You would do this with a ratio called the Day’s sales 
in inventory. This ratio says that inventory sat for 111 days.  
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Receivables turnover a d Da s’ “ales i  Re ei a les 

 

Receivables turnover - This is a ratio that measures how fast a company collects its credit sales. 

 

Loosely, this is saying that we collected our outstanding credit sales and lent them out again 

12.83 times. 

 

Days Sales in Receivables:  Receivables turnover makes more sense if we convert it into days so 

we do this below: 

 

This says that on average we collect our credit sales in 29.67 days. This is often called the 

average collection period. This ratio also implies that there is 9.  da s  o th of sales 
outstanding. 

 

Total Asset Turnover This is o e of a fo usi g of the ig pi tu e  atio. This atio easu e 
how much revenues are generated for each dollar in assets. In other words, how efficiently is 

management using the assets? 

Total Asset Turnover= Sales/Total Assets 

Profitability Measures - We are going to discuss what the most widely used measures are 

probably. They all have the main purpose of measuring how efficiently the firm manages its 

operations and assets. 

 

Profit margin = Net Income/Sales 

Rs343/Rs1400 = 24.5 

 This says that the company generates 24.5paise for every Rupee in sales.  

 

EBITDA Margin A commonly used measure of profitability is the EBITA Margin. This is a 

measure of before-tax Operating Cash Flow. The EBITDA adds back non cash expenses and does 

not include taxes or interest expense. EBITDA looks more directly at operating cash flows than 

does the net income.  

EBITDA/Sales = Rs1000/Rs2400 =0 .4166 
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Obviously a high margin is more desirable because it means that there are lower expenses 

relative to sales. However this may not always be the best scenario. If a company increases its 

sales volume it will more than likely decrease its profit margin. This is not a bad thing if the 

overall effect was an increase in net profit. Margins can also be extremely different for different 

industries. Grocery stores usually have very low profit margins, usually around 2%. In contrast, 

mining and crude oil production businesses usually have high profit margins around 23%. 

 

Return on Assets (ROA) Return on assets measures the profit a company earns for each dollar 

in assets that it owns. It is most commonly calculated as shown below: 

Return on Assets = Net Income/Total Assets 

Rs363/Rs3, 454 = .1051= 10.51% 

 

Return on Equity (ROE) - Return on Equity is the true bottom line ratio because it measures 

how well the company performed relative to its equity. In other words, by what percent did the 

firm increase its value (shareholder wealth). ROE is usually calculated as shown below: 

Return on Equity = Net Income/Total Equity 

 

Rs363/Rs2353 = 15.4% = ROE 

 

Pay-back period, NPV and capital budgeting: 

Capital Budgeting 

Capital Budgeting is the process by which the firm decides which long-term investments to 

make. Capital Budgeting projects, i.e., potential long-term investments, are expected to  

Generate cash flows over several years. The decision to accept or reject a Capital Budgeting 

project depends on an analysis of the cash flows generated by the project and its cost. The 

following three Capital Budgeting decision rules will be presented: 

Payback Period 
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Net Present Value (NPV) 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 

A Capital Budgeting decision rule should satisfy the following criteria: 

Must consider all of the project's cash flows. 

Must consider the Time Value of Money 

Must always lead to the correct decision when choosing among Mutually Exclusive projects. 

Of these three, only the Net Present Value and Internal Rate of Return decision rules consider 

all of the project's cash flows and the Time Value of Money. As we shall see, only the Net 

Present Value decision rule will always lead to the correct decision when choosing among 

Mutually Exclusive Projects. This is because the Net Present Value and Internal Rate of Return 

decision rules differ with respect to their Reinvestment Rate Assumptions. The Net Present 

Value decision rule implicitly assumes that the project's cash flows can be reinvested at the 

firm's Cost of Capital, whereas, the Internal Rate of Return decision rule implicitly assumes that 

the cash flows can be reinvested at the projects IRR. Since each project is likely to have a 

different IRR, the assumption underlying the Net Present Value decision rule is more 

reasonable. 

Payback Period 

The Payback Period represents the amount of time that it takes for a Capital Budgeting project 

to recover its initial cost. The use of the Payback Period as a Capital Budgeting decision rule 

specifies that all independent projects with a Payback Period less than a specified number of 

years should be accepted. When choosing among mutually exclusive projects, the project with 

the quickest payback is preferred. 

The calculation of the Payback Period is best illustrated with an example. Consider Capital 

Budgeting project A which yields the following cash flows over its five year life. 

Year Cash Flow 

0 -1000 

1 500 
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2 400 

3 200 

4 200 

5 100 

To begin the calculation of the Payback Period for project A let's add an additional column to 

the above table which represents the Net Cash Flow (NCF) for the project in each year. 

Year Cash Flow 
Net Cash 

Flow 

0 -1000 -1000 

1 500 -500 

2 400 -100 

3 200 100 

4 200 300 

5 100 400 

Notice that after two years the Net Cash Flow is negative (-1000 + 500 + 400 = -100) while after 

three years the Net Cash Flow is positive (-1000 + 500 + 400 + 200 = 100). Thus the Payback 

Period, or breakeven point, occurs sometime during the third year. If we assume that the cash 

flows occur regularly over the course of the year, the Payback Period can be computed using 

the following equation: 

 

Thus, the Payback Period for project A can be computed as follows: 
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Payback Period 

Payback Period = 2 + (100)/(200) = 2.5 years 

Thus, the project will recoup its initial investment in 2.5 years. 

As a decision rule, the Payback Period suffers from several flaws. For instance, it ignores the 

Time Value of Money, does not consider all of the project's cash flows, and the Net Present 

Value 

The Net Present Value (NPV) of a Capital Budgeting project indicates the expected impact of the 

project on the value of the firm. Projects with a positive NPV are expected to increase the value 

of the firm. Thus, the NPV decision rule specifies that all independent projects with a positive 

NPV should be accepted. When choosing among mutually exclusive projects, the project with 

the largest (positive) NPV should be selected. 

The NPV is calculated as the present value of the project's cash inflows minus the present value 

of the project's cash outflows. This relationship is expressed by the following formula: 

where 

 CFt = the cash flow at time t and 

r = the cost of capital. 

The example below illustrates the calculation of Net Present Value. Consider Capital Budgeting 

projects A and B which yield the following cash flows over their five year lives. The cost of 

capital for the project is 10%. 

 Project A Project B 

Year Cash Flow Cash Flow 

0 Rs1000 Rs1000 

1 500 100 

2 400 200 
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3 200 200 

4 200 400 

5 100 700 

Thus, if Projects A and B are independent projects then both projects should be accepted. On 

the other hand, if they are mutually exclusive projects then Project A should be chosen since it 

has the larger NPV. 

Accept/reject criterion is arbitrary. 

Internal Rate of return: 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) of a Capital Budgeting project is the discount rate at which the Net 

Present Value (NPV) of a project equals zero. The IRR decision rule specifies that all independent 

projects with an IRR greater than the cost of capital should be accepted. When choosing among 

mutually exclusive projects, the project with the highest IRR should be selected (as long as the 

IRR is greater than the cost of capital). 

Where CFt = the cash flow at time t and 

The determination of the IRR for a project, generally, involves trial and error or a numerical 

technique. Fortunately, financial calculators greatly simplify this process. 

The example below illustrates the determination of IRR. Consider Capital Budgeting projects A 

and B which yield the following cash flows over their five year lives. The cost of capital for both 

projects is 10%. 

 Project A Project B 

Year Cash Flow Cash Flow 

0 Rs1000 Rs1000 

   

1 500 100 
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2 400 200 

3 200 200 

4 200 400 

5 100 700 

Thus, if Projects A and B are independent projects then both projects should be accepted since 

their IRRs are greater than the cost of capital. On the other hand, if they are mutually exclusive 

projects then Project A should be chosen since it has the higher IRR. 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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